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WALLACE STEVENS: AN ABSTRACTION BLOODED
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by Suzanne cart
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INTRODUCTION

Yardley Gruntworth could recite famous Shakespearean
lines, reduce Moby Dick thematically into three simple
declarative sentences and owned two personal copies of
Rod McKuen.

In short, he was the fast emerging intellect

in the freshman class.

One bleary afternoon as he poked

about in an empty hallway (all required assignments completed
and nothing else to do) he was confronted by an enterprising
young professor who enticed him with a proposition.

Cognizant

of Yardley's needs, this "man-hero" produced a small, wrinkled
book of poems out of the dark abyss of his satchel.
entitled, Notes Toward A Supreme Fiction.

It was

Realizing he would

have to provide incentive, as Yardley was a conglomerate result
of mass education and poisoned thirst, the professor promised
recompense that would far exceed initial work.

Yardley, his

mind gloating on gift grades, unlimited cuts and other rewards
of equal importance, consented to present an oral discussion
of Notes.
Three months later he inspected the poem.

Armed with

the wisdom of certain critical analyses, he tightened his
breastplate (silver habit) and prepared for reading.
ephebe by perceiving the idea •

•

•"

1

"Begin

Rattling through a colossal

reserve of articles and accumulated notes, Yardley Gruntworth

( 2)

pawed the pages for an explication of this initial statement.
He harbored an increasing terror which drove him frnnticnlly
through every index.

Reeling next to Webster's Oicti.onary, he

at least found "ephebe" and "idea" to have Latin derivations
and the farmer's plural to be "ephebi."

He reluctantly con

tinued into the next two lines, feeling a bit disconcerted by
this first experience.
But Yardley anticipated no real problem.
was protected by an unchanging "blue is •

After all, he

• . for imagination,"

2

spring automatically means poetry, sun is equal to reality
and giants are big people.

He even had a color-season chart

equivalent to all of Stevens' references:
yellow/white
green • mixture

=

=

reality • winter
brown

spring

blue

m

m

almost death • autumn

imagination » summer

Ready to plug Notes into this simple formula, Yardley anticipated his final declaration:

Notes Towaid A Supreme Fiction is
However,

about the difference between imagination and reality!

after five hours of intensive definitions, he realized he was
losing the battle to the inconsistency of the·.·enemy.

Hoisting

the white flag and forfeiting all ammunition, he closed the
book.
That night, he writhed "in silence on [his] bed •
clutched the corner of the pillow 11

3

in his hand.

•

• [and]

Hissing through

his inner chambers, "celestral ennui" became an obsession, ah

(3)

••• ennui of apartments
That sends us back to the first idea, the quick
Of this invention; and yet so poisonous

l
Are the ravishments of truth, so fata to
mes
a
eco
ide
st
fir
the
g
,
The truth itself
.
The hermit in a poet's metaphors
1 15
It is for this "the poem springs.

ce, classify and assign position
The apparent need to redu
rous fallacies concerning Stevens'
is the major cause of the nume
rely more than they are probably
poetry. "Since many readers
positions, they find Stevens baffling,
willing to admit on presup
really irrelevant reason that they
he confuses them for the
116 It is as if, once arranged into an appointed
cannot place him.
ms will no longer be a threat. This
niche, the Collected•Poe
e of poetry, the continually changing
denies the very essenc
ved from words themselves.
images and ideas deri
on is of Stevens as a Romantic.
The common assumpti
exhibits a predominance of traits consistent
Although the poetry
dition, Stevens often proclaimed the roman
with the romant ic tra
117
and was "as sensi
wish fulfillment
nor
"mi
of
ce
den
tics as evi
of the imagination as be [was] to its
tive to the excesses
8 He also questioned their lack of concern with
virtues."
ked reality.
ordinary life and na
t's essays and ideas defy permanent
Not only do the poe
ing danger in such
technique reveals impend
labelling, but his
tes and the
tical motion between opposi
attempts. The dialec

(4)

monofinal faith in the movement itself proves disruptive to
term application.

"He is and is not an intellectual poet.

sonal; a traditional
He is romantic, but disconcertingly imper
but also a symbolist of
poet yet experimental; an imagist,
poet who wears equally well
sorts; a lyrical and meditative
gue. 119
the masks of clown and pedago
nizational need is the c-0nstant
An extenuation of this orga
the poems into simple themes.
critical attempt to reduce

te impossibility with any poet,
Although this is an accura
difficult. Many poems are variations,
Stevens is particularly
qualifications of basic ideas. Thus,
reflections and constant
l concepts becomes repetitious and
a breakdown into genera
lacks any real value,

The poem must exist beyond its so-

provide the reader
A study of Santayana would
evens' ideas. However, it is the technique
with a majority of St
der
olds these thoughts that impels the rea
and manner which enf
10
d abstraction.11
de
oo
bl
e
"
th
th
wi
l
to flush and swel
equivalents to the images is also a
Assigning strict
obvious danger is that once an image
critical error, The
es
d to produce a particular ideij, it los
or motif is designate
Subsequent reading restricts the image
its desired effect.
Although Kermode presents one
viation.
from even slight de
e , he too is
ctions to Wallace Stev ns
of the best introdu
untworth.
se, as evidenced by Yardley Gr
n
fe
of
is
th
of
ty
guil
en in itself.
that Stevens' poetry be se
l
ia
nt
se
es
is
It
si ts, they
often provide valuable in gh
s
ic
it
cr
e
th
Although
esh, imaginative mind.
litating to the fr
usually prove debi
called theme,

(5)

The poetry must stand on its own; therefore it follows that
it should be the major source consulted in perception.

The

nature of this paper is to involve the reader in a selected
sample of poems culminating in the discussion of Notes Toward
A Supreme Fiction.
Although it is customary to introduce a topic with broad
generalizations, the pattern seems trite, colorless and counterfeit, particularly in connection with Stevens.

Therefore, not

only the introduction, but the overall method of this paper is
quite different from most surveys of The Collected Poems.
S pecific critical comment concerning other analyses may be found
in the annotated bibliography.

The intent of this paper,

assuming a previous encounter with the poet, is to examine
the poems technically and thematically.

However, a broad

vault from one poem to another or a step by step discussion
of each volume and its general characteristics is wider in
scope but limited in value.

Therefore, a chronological

selection of poems extending from Harmonium to The Auroras of
Autumn is presented in an attempt to immerse the reader in the

actual poetry and to suggest poetic development, including stylistic and tonal mutations.

Once completely involved, the reader

should feel an intrinsic motion anticipating its full blossom in
Notes Toward A Supreme Fiction,

"The movement of his Collected

about which the separate
Poems is always toward the long poem,

c
minor pieces cluster providing the lands ape of a mind rich in
11
osure."
comp
rd
towa
Poems were
ng
movi
•
•
•
but
particulars

(6)

selected on the basis of particular techniques, basic ideas
and images, and subjective preference.

The discussion method

in the shorter poems suggests techniques of critical analysis
and proves more valuable in specifics than broad, empty genera
lizations.
analysis.

This form expands along with Noces, into a lengthy
The selection of Notes as the focal point for thie

paper is justified in that it possesses manifold ideas and
technical factors indigenous to the underlying current of the
Collected Poems and that it has often been avoided due to its
complex interactions and difficulty,

Strip the intellect of preconceived ideas and theories
and allow yourself the exhilarating sensation of "perceiving •

the first idea.1112

Although later study and research is

definitely a worthwhile vehicle to various perspectives and
sometimes deeper insight, the essence of the poem lies in the
words themselves:
You must become an ignorant man again
And see the sun again with an ignorant eye
13
And see it clearly in the idea o f it.

•

•

CRIT IC/\L /\JUI L YSES

Note: BecauE;e of a :;eminar in rno<lern poetry an<l
various discussions, it i_s necessary to rccocnizc
underlyi.n8 iufluence. liowever·, tliou�l 1 <l different
approach and method of discussion elira inatcs vast
reference...,, specific quote3 or .i.<l '-:1:, arc carefully
Jocurnen Lt1<l.

(7)

� rrust have

The �,now Man
Fl

minrl of winter

To re.r;ard the frost ,1nd the ]Jour,hi-;

Of the pine-trees crt.@:P.d with @pow;

. cJ,.A.��
(\.O�
Anrl hAve heen cold a lonr, t
�
�1
To hehold the junipers shar,geci with ice,
<fb-.AA..(\V.
spruces rou�h in thP. distant r,litter

t\'U.t���

���.a�

Of the ,lnnuary(sun) and. not to..t\ink

�••La\���

nf anv miserv in the sound of the wind,
Tn thetound
of a few leavP.s,
/
S

�l\ru1 'tt>�w.t\ �A�1�\c.·c.
S�le. - O'V\t. _\on�
��4 �"- , \lm<l'-)(l.

�

"dt.�+\-\ ,� \\b-.oh..dt -

'-�\1"1

i,o..lL-t

;a.
'I

��I�

� �.

i�,

CUA.0 ,-\.0
� �\c\i'tl\
\)� �
c,.... ...cl \.-he. � .

6\, .....� �.

Hhich is the sound of

rull of the same wind

� �

� �
� �.

That is hlowin� in the snme hare place

(8)

The OrcH nary �forie!:'...

� ���

be&rne� w

p rtt.d. lffl'I I'... "0..1\"'"
VW\�e �
'"-��It. p�
e.N\-e. "d et\ ' �lo
'th� C1,)C.lt..0.. l \
{'f\u.'.1.·i rno�if.

Throu�h the palace walls.

They flung monotony tieh:ind,
Turned from their want, and, nonchalant,
�\')411"�\ �\)AU�

They crow<led
The nocturnal halls.

S� '\Cl�� YV\O IK..M G,,1...-\

( n\�h.+ ��Cl.)

The T11oonlif�ht '- tl.�C..

�\i

F'ubbecl the girandoles.

�?\� M� �
�\� �t..k. \t;, �e...c\ ewvu..,,..�.
�a"' W- 1 bc..ulc � c\;\:,kyt�
/\nrl th� cold dresses tha.t they wore,
\1"'-·•P \ll!.CL.� .
In the vapid haze of the windoH-hays, ( skll "t." �o� - )
-s,o..,,me vtO\(wl'\

Th0 c;:mtinrr curlicues

l��

f\Ot (SY\½)

LO��

� S\a.K\� 1 \i�e \�
u.,o-meN"I • O,..e,;\a..+es. �

''to't �rz.u': �� oJ�o �\,·eg
,\,,.'i;,,e, phno..�e�; �k +ie.. @.,\--n
Qe,\ i 5 l.-CV',

(9)

Of heaven an<l of the heRvenly script.

"--- ,.1.-".A-etnd e..c\ "c CU'\�
--� "

And there thev rea<l of rnarriage-hcd.
T:i.-lill-o!

ThP. moonlight
Rose on the beachy floors.

,
(ln-\-e.11.\)\� Wl Yh
oa..e.ic�I\,) � ·hd.E\ J

TnsinuationR of <lesire,

':�� ��M�

11w..ph�

Pu.i ss,mt Rneech, alike in

Crie<l <7uitta.nc0.
· To the w.ickless h,::ills.

Thev FJjtte<l

I

Throur�h the nc1.lac:] wr11J s.
0 � U't\tQ..Q..tt

°1- -0�0..� I ro..\Q�e.. .

ro� ���

�€. � � �

¼-e.

.�¼�
�('VY\% .

(10)

/I 11.i.r;h-Tonerl Old Christ.i.an Homr1n
:rnS.<U..l�:h.u-e..
-+<SnQ Poetry is the supreme fiction, rnadrtrne. (� � �� �d-en.� �b
0 n.. l. 'e,N\�ell. .
Take the r.ioral law and 1:1c1.l<e c1 nav0. of it
in:t�fA\� b41 �oa.'\$,'+hv.J\!. o\�
Imel from the nave buil<l lw.unted he�ven. Thus,

v---

·

The conscience is converted into palm",
I.ikf� windy ci�l�P.�����!r��� hyrmc..
I� c1r,ree in principle.

f'\�----

That's clear.

Tl1e opposing law and make a peristyle,
/Ind from tlie peristyle project c1 maorpw
Beyon<l the planets.

r n.o\
�� �
'N'\'il,��

1 � Q.l\.O
Y"1\ �� cA tz.tt..M\A. ti.&
�0".i'..� , \, ��'Q.OJ'u;\I
C.. n.e..0-�ll5'1'"'1 .
(A_ �

Thus, our bawdiness,

Unpurged fJY cpitaph, indul�ed at last,
Is equally converted into p

\t�\-6..L...:.�

�cut.e
SC]uir,r,linr; like saxophones. And palm for palrn,
are where we l.Jer;an.

�
orz..

�u.CA..O

t

l'.Aclu.�,c,,\t

�

Allow,

�1

that in the planetary scene

(
) [-;rnacki.np, their muz:z.y bellied in(rarade)
wtl \ o..ou...u\ e..e\ ,,
Proud of sucl1 novelties of the sulllime, '

U>l"°' � a. W� •

�'4

5<2.Jl� OIX.,'\. �Q.Sl ,

'fc==-�----

Your di.saffected t
,1r.1gcllc:mts� well-stuffed,

1 � �-

\.:)"'�IA"t\A.A...e
�
\ u

) �� ,_.:..
J_.l
1
VHU.M,.1.�to J , ,
�\
t: \. V" 'f..\
I

k+ ., �� s

Such tink and tank and tunk-c1-tunl<-tunk,

\,� .\-he. Q.o\�l't.
vn £�ol'l.,9'\ �:I4..eV\.A.Q.xYI
May, merely may, maclar;1e, whip from thcm::.clves
A :i ovial h ul lc1l.JaJ.oo ,amo\m the spl;eres. (. � .1 L ·
(P�;� 1.U�)
W\-""""'vV\ I (\,O+. 'o.c..u
--, rtVA )
Th:is will nwke widows wince. But fictive thinr,s

�-

(11)

r--

Sill.���-

t�:�Tea At The Palaz Of Hoon
Not less because in purple I descended

The western day through what you called

The loneliest air, not less was I myself.

0wt-1-�o�u\

't_ <>-.JA"M� l-e. c;.1

w CU:) "".r. .'' -

(,V:) �

What was the ointm�rinkled on my beard? ��
What were the� that� beside my ears?

What was theehose tide swept through me there?
Out of

�- i)� ·. � ��

'r;J

mind the golden ointment rained,

l �- R�)

And my ears made the blowing �ymns they heard.

I was �ys� the compass of that se.a: "

-l-he. � �orz.orz.. , � �vv '-••

.rl I was the world

/.

�

�S

iR w�fch

I walked, and what I saw

Or heard or felt came not but from myself;

�e.A.•\111�

And there r found myse.1.( more truly and more strange.

t1'>
-\t;;�'l
--

�

S-e.\� ��no.�

W\�A-k.

R�

(13)

Six Significant Landscapes
I

An old man§ � �Cl/\"'j

l.M.u-t/\ �\

In the shadow ofa pine tree

¼k.O\.IJW -

'------ ��� �,a.l�o

�UK'\ �� \,e,_ �

�

�

He sees larkspur,

CL�
�
+ rve,e., Av\..d�

Blue and white'

� � e.,C.. '

At the edge of the shadow,/

)

Move.in.the wind •.�

/ (\Jo M-e��

c\�

His beard moves in the wino. �

The pine trees move in the w� \

IA/-,\'\�

Thus water flows

�I ��

Over weeds.

t,ooJ.u\

plA\e,.

II

'2)-QA\.�-e_

.ctov.>s.

�\SWe.�� , beoAd,
c5\.}.l./\

w�ed � .

The night is of the colo,r

'

Of a womai) ·•S. arm:
Night, the female, .

..A

\J..,uLJ.,

Obscure,

. .

.

.;:tO:J �

. 4\))4v.,

\A..,

-

Fragrant and supple,
Conceals herself.

_wo...,iv\

A pool shines,

1/'t�

Like a bracelet
Shaken in a dance.
III
•� I measure myself

� � ""�� l,e.

,/

Tue. �kA...D l I tA...--d � 'J
� ��o._,._.a.o,w
� � � UlA\..4-o ¼,tee .

...• �• Against a tall tree.
c,J\CS\A)
m&Mu.ft..,,_
1 find that I am much taller,

For I reach right up to the sun,

(14)

Six Significant Landscapes (cont.)
With my eye;
And I reach to the shore of the sea

- - --- -

With my ear.

Nevertheless, I dislike

The way the ants crawl
In and out of my shadow.

IV
When my dream was near the moon,
The white folds of its gown /
Filled with yellow light.
The soles of its feet

)

/

t/

Grew red.
Its hair filled

With certain blue crystallizations
From stars,
Not far off.
V

Not all the knives of the lamp-posts,
Nor the chisels of the long streets,
Nor the mallets of the
And high towers,
Can carve � �

What one8 can carve,

(Y\CVI\

M!>--d �

�<;AA �

-\{€.,. � �

Shining through the grape-leaves.b.,._ d.,���
lA..

(15)

Six Significant Landscapes (cont.)

VI
Rationalists, wearing square hats,

-

-

Think, in square rooms,
Looking at the floor,
Looking at the ceiling.
They confine themselves

-

To right-angled triangles
...

�

- -

..

--

If they tried rhomboids,
Cones, waving lines, ellipses-
As for example, the ellipse of the half-moon-
Rationalists would wear sombreros.

(16)

Bantams in Pine-Woods

Chj e Ftafo Iffucan of /\zc;.rn in caftan

n� \o.,.½e \ tO ·' \-e � be \),e
� ,e 0� se1Q.m"

Of tan wj tr1 hennc1 hackles, halt!

��<1��

Damned universal cock, as if the �un

Has ulackamoor to bear your l.,la,:in1� tut 1.

'-

___.,.:::,

F'a.t! rat! rat! rat!

� .

Your worlc� .i.s you.

J)� �0�'€.bOruleL

.-/

.

�
'lf4"'v./-�O ..

�rn the personal.

-

r
�mlmy world.
-

.o\

s€--tt-�<;�
p� to I-n' s fO�l.-�

� S.UJIUUJ�( � wOJZld.

°"'�':,ten-foot poet amonr incbl:::.1 � !
ller nne !

A.n inchlinr l,r fo tl.es in these pi""",
e

��:.i�

Y)L,itse;
t �

( llris�J':� :J :�: �heir Appalachian tangs,
Anrl fears not portly Azcan nor !,is �os.

Ou..��°"��

� ���
� � l..l)m,\d. V)

cl�\ �VY\
v...o �e, �e.,.
��r\

�o.-o��
�I\ V• rv.-''U<.--'._.._.,V,...._

•.

u.t u

"r4"'<'>

·

iwl

.\-he NA-lUAL

� � e..<t �

�

�\u�� i:_� ��Q.c,t
o..� +c wM '" ,-he \J'UIOAK\
:r� on.. .\-h � ·l!V\�l'4
�U-)f-lM, +he. ���

'"

, \. , iz.rz.v w� \Jo..Jl �
vn fl.� � t,nQ.,

��.. o...+ 1 \.UO'UC\ � �
�o� .'
O..rtlQ.. b(}\:L �\

� &\

--n,�

VY\ �� �

'LJ/-� � � J V>

�¾..t.

J.CA.Ol

t\1)�'41\.,,t.. �

o.,...i,\ � �

����-

(17)

The Death of a Soldier
Life cont:rc:1cts and death is expected,
.
SeA-«� IW�
.
.A.s Hl a season of autumn.
. \A
-

�o,v

�c,&-e.\ '7'S �� es

�\che.rtl�

Th e sold.ler .folls.

f\'\.

M� Cv\'"'\

�u,\..:>
v
iJVJ>oMh
·
··,

11 !e

. -e.

\J UU.

�
(I

•

1-().,..\

ls \JV\

0,,eo..ck...n

----7

doec:_ not l )ecome a �
ttl 1ree-n
.., ays) personar,e,

TT:;I?QS..i. nr; his separation,
CallinR for pomp.
De,1th is absolute and without memorial,
(when the wind stop�,)

The clouds �o, nevertheless,
In their direction.

-')

opqx,.

c\ '� �

(l 8)

Dance of the Macabre Mice

•

1

.

.

wodc/ �
.
.
/\t the base of the statue, we r;o round ,m<l round. �...._. ,-+
C

�-e

CSY\e''

,t.e.J, OS e.oalc cS1 p<A'lPW ()QM W /i...C h1d.CU

In the limd of turkey� in turkey weather

�

�

J

-

What a beautiful lii3tory, l)eautifu.l

Q'i9nsieur is on hor::.cback.

"'(\.�,

''pa.��\
ld�"l1

IJ

1

This d,mce has no name.

��!
J.Gv',e,
S

The horse is covered witl1

mice. �·V\C.\e ��e.A..:k.

l �i��>

'''-'->V't,I"�

c\a.�ec\ 001�
·, �
Q
\

.

'I

vn

, ne. 'E.C.\, � �
It i::; a hungry dance.
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Sad Strains of a Gay Waltz

-u

The truth is that there comes a time
"'j1A.�¾p�1lu11' /

When we can �urn no �re over music

That is so much motionless sound.

here comes a time when the waltz
��

Jl..J

/
l ')f :reveal5ng desire and is empty of shadows.

Is no longer a mode of desire, a m�
� <v,� �

•
_.....--:
.,JI
,.,,,a��\o\�

Too manr waltzes have ended.

� bt,.v\ �4!... �

-�b�e,))ulcl

And then

There's that mountain-minded !loon,

\r ""½

For whom desire was never that of the waltz,

Who found all form and order in soJ.i tuJe
\

For whom the

cAi°.A or(I€.
.. -�� Pl'VU.-.......,
c:ppo-s � �t. 0\- \-h� 't'!AU)lo,

8 were never the fi ures of men.
p;

Now, for him, his forms have vanished.

_

____,

There is order in neither sea nor sun.

The shapes have lost their glistening, l

There are these sudden mobs of men,

These sudden clouds of faces and arms,

. , freed ,
An immense suppression

W

/

These voices crvinis without knowing for what,
Except to be happy, without knowing how,

'':r:"' � l>wl.. �,�.

Imposing forms they cannot describe,

RequirinR order beyond their speech.
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Sad Strains of a Gay Waltz (cont.)
Too many waltzes have ended.

Yet the shape 3

For which the voices cry, these, too, may hu

,

Modes of desire, modes of reveal ing desir e.
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Too many waltzes--The epic of disbelief
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''Mede.•• ,Blare� oftener and soon, will soon be constant.
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W ill unite these figures of men and their sha£es
Will glisten again with motion, the music
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The Glass of Water
That the glass would

That the water would

Shows that this object is merel y a state,

ny, between two poles. So,
�
In the metaphysical, there are these poles.

On

Here in the centre stands the glass.

Is the lion that comes down to drink.

�di.,
�
LL�At.:ta
'l'h ere
, ·- "'"'

Light

And in that state, the glass is a pool.

.
N\��� J When light comes down to wet his frothy jaws
And in the water winding weeds move round.

And there and in another state--the refraction

The metaphysica, the nlastic parts of poems

Crash in the mind--13ut, fat Jocundu , worrying

About what· stands(_here)in the centre, not the glass,
But in the centre of our liv s, t�:.s :::'.ll"?, ,!'1�s -::.:n,
It is a state, this spring among tne noliticians
In a village of the indigenes,

One would have still to discover.

_I"\
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( 4tQQ\ VW'I\� )
( Ruddy are his eyes and ruddy are his claws

Playing cards.

,

Among the dogs
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Of �lodern Poetry

rLd,su�)

The poem of the � in the act of finding
What will suffice.
To find:

It has not always �ad

Se..\,-e.Jrt\Su.ou.Aa�

the scene was set; it repeated

Was in the script.
Then the theatre was
something else.

Its past was a souvenir.

(\��e ot �•

has to be living, to learn the speech of the place.

���,

.. __...,

It has to face the men of the ti,tne and to meet
-=,:;;(k.�\o�M.��UllYta-)
time.
It
has
to tcink about war
The women of the

And it has to find what will suffice.

To construct .a new stage.

\JU.�\

It has

It has to be on that stage

And, like an insatiable actor, slowly and

With meditation, speak words that in the ear,

.
I\',, "'-t.��U)�)
In the delicates! ear of the mind, repeat,� ,�e. Y

Exactly, that which it wants to hear, at the sound

Of which, an invisible audience listens,

Not to the play, but to itself, expressed

In an emotion as of two people, as of two

Emotions becoming one.�e actor is

A metaphysician in the dark, twanging

Q,kt. 0.. t'•••�•'\�strument,

��

twanging a wiry string that gives

Sounds passing through sudden rightnesses, wholly

Containing the mind, below which it cannot descend,7 ��,e_
�
Beyond which it has no will to rise.

_) \' \M\ \½. �e..

It must

f\.c��

�� 0e the finding of a satisfaction, and may
1
Be of a man s�g, a woman dancing, a woman
'""'--�.
Combing
_6l,��

�

.

The poem of the act of the mind.
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The Motive For Metaphor

�UI...L �-

( You like it under the trees in autumn,
\ Because everything is half
- dead.

✓ �
OtA,�
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).The wind moves like a c;:;-pple among the leaves

\
And repeats words without meaning.

✓

. ·l
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In the same way, you were happy in spring,

�\with the �f colors of q�arter-thinp:s,

l

(d����· I I
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The sli�htly brighter sky, the melt in� clouds, '\,�'e.-eN\ '\)O\.tr.>
The single bird, the obscure moon-The obscure moon lighting an obscure world

Of things that would never be quite exnressed,
Where you yourself were never quite yourself
And did not want nor have to be,

(Mtae--�)

Desiring the exhilarations of changes:

The motive for metaphor, shrinking from r'1\�'n�\\�4t..
The weight of primary noon,
The A ?, C of beinv,,
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The ruddy temper, the hammer
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C2!_ r� and b,!,le, the hard sound--

�teei against intima!J.on--the sharp flash,
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The vital, arrogant, fatal, dominant X. /,
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Notes Toward a Supreme Fiction
To Henry Church
And for what, except for you, do I feel .love?
Do I press the extremest book of the wisest man
Close to me, hidden in me day and night?
In the uncertain light of single, certain truth,
Equal in living changingness to the li�ht
In which I meet you, in which we sit at rest,
For a moment in the central of our being,
The vivid transparence that you bring is peace.
It Must Be Abstraet
I

Begin, ephebe, by perceiving the idea
Of this invention, this invented world,
The inconceivable idea of the sun.

You must become an ignorant man again
And see the sun again with an ignorant eye
And see it clearly in the idea of it.

Never suppose an inventing mind as source
Of this idea nor for that mind compose
A voluminous master folded in his fire.

How clean the sun when seen in its idea,
Washed in the remotest cleanliness of a heaven
That has expelled us and our images

N otes Toward a Supreme Fiction
It Must Be Abstract (cont.)
The death of

one

god is the death of all.

umber harvest ,
Le t purple Phoebus lie in
die in autumn umber,
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be.
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Notes Toward a Supreme Fiction
It Must Be Abstract (cont.)
And not to have is the beginning of desire.
To have what is not is its ancient cycle.
It is desire at the end of winter, when
=�.�bserves the effortless weather turning blue
!me sees the myosot is on its .bl!l.Sh.
Being virile, it hears the calendar hymn.
It knows that what it has is what is not
And throws it away like a thing of another time,
As morning throws off stale moonlight and shabby
sleep.
III

The poem refreshes life so that we share,
Fo� a :noment, the first idea • • . It satisfies
Belief in an immaculate beginning
And sends us, winged by an unconscious will,
To an immaculate end.

We move between these points:

From that ever-early candor to its late plural
And the candor of them is the strong exhilaration
Of wha� we feel from what we think, of thought
Beating in the heart, as if blood newly came,

Notes Toward a Supreme Fiction
It Must Be Abstract (cont.)
An elixir, an excitation, a pure power.
The poem, through candor, brings back a power aRai
n

That gives a candid kind to everything.
We say:

At night an Arabian in my room,

With his damned hoobla-hoobla-hoobla-how '
Inscribes a primitive astronomy

Across the unscrawled fores the future casts
And throws his stars around the floor.

By day

The wood-dove used to chant his hoobla·hoo
And still the grossest iridescence of ocean
Howls hoo and rises and howls hoo and falls.
Life's nonsense pierces us with strange relation.

IV
The first idea was not our own.

Adam

In Eden was the father Descartes
And Eve made air the mirror of herself,
Of her sons and of her daughters. They found themselves
In heaven as in a glass; a second earth;

And in the earth itself they found a green--

Notes Toward a Supreme Fiction
It Must Ue Abstract (cont.)
The inhabitants of a very varnished green.
But the first idea was not to shape the clouds
In imitation.

The clouds preceded us

There was a muddy centre before we breathed.
There was a myth before the myth began,
Venerable and articulate and complete.
From this the poem springs:

that we live in a place

That is not our own and, much more, not. ,purselves
And hard it is in spite of blazoned days.
We are;the mimics.

Clouds are pedagogues

The air is not a mirror but bare board,
Coulisse bright-dark, tragic chiaroscuro
And comic color of the rose, in which
Abysmal instruments make sounds like pips
Of the sweeping meanings that we add to them.
V

The lion roars at the etiraging desert,
Reddens the sand with his red-colored noise,
Defies red emptiness to evolve his match,

Notes Toward a Supreme Fiction
It Must Be Abstract (cont.)
Master by foot and jaws and by tr,e mane,
Most supple challenger.

The elephant

Breaches the darkness of Ceylon with blares,
The glitter-goes on surfaces of :anks,
Shattering velvetest far-away.

rhe bear,

The ponderous cinnamon, snarls in his mountain
At summer thunder and sleeps through winter snow.
But you, ephebe, look from your attic window,
Your mansard with a rented piano.
In silence upon your bed.
Of the pillow in your hand.

You lie

You clutch the corner
You writhe and press

A bitter utterance from your wrLthing, dumb,
Yet voluble dumb violence.

You look

Across the roofs as sigil an<l as ward
And in your centre mark them and are cowed
These are the heroic children whom time breeds
Against the first idea--to lash the lion,
Caparison elephants, teach bea�s to juggle,

Notes Toward a Supreme Fiction
It Must Ile Abstract (cont.)
VI
Not to be realized because not to
Be seen, not to be loved nor hated because
Not to be realized.

Weather by Franz Hals,

Brushed up by brushy winds in brushy clouds,
Wetted by blue, colder for white.

Not to ·

Be spoken to, without a roof, without
First fruits, without the virginal of birds,
The dark-blown ceinture loosened, not relinquished.
Gay is, gay was, the gay forsythia
And yellow, yellow t�ins the Northern blue.
Without a name and nothing to be desired,
If only imagined but imagined well.
My house has changed a little in the sun.
The fragrance of the magnolias comes close,
False flick, false form, but falseness close to kin.
It must be visible or invisible,
Invisible or visible or both:
A seeing and unseeing in the

eye.

Notes Toward a Supreme Fictton
It Must Be Abstract (cont,)
The weather and the giant of the weather,
Say the weather, the mere weather, the mere air:
An abstraction blooded, as a man by thought.

VII
It

feels good as it is without the giant,

A thinker of the first idea.

Perhaps

The truth depends on a walk around a lake,
A composing as the body tires, a s1op
To see hepatica, a stop to watch
A definition growing certain and
A wait within that certainty, a rest
In the swags of pine-trees borderi1g the lake.
Perhaps there are times of inherent excellence ,
As when the cock crows on the left and all
Is well, incalculable balances,
At which a kind of Swiss perfec ion comes
And a familiar music of the machine
Sets up its Schwarmerei, not balances
That we achieve but balances that happen,

Notes Toward a Supreme Fiction
It Must Be Abstract (cont.)
As a man and woman meet and love forthwith.
Perhaps there are moments of awakening,
Extreme, fortuitous, personal, in which
We more than awaken, sit on the edge of sleep,
As on an elevation, and behold
The academies like structures in a mist.
VIII
Can we compose a castle-fortress-home,
Even with the help of Viollet-le-Duc,
And set the MacCullough there as maj.at ,man?
The first idea is an imagined thing,
The pensive giant prone in violet space
May be the MacCullough, an expedient,
Logos.and.logic, crystal hypothesis,
Incipit and a form to speak the word
And every latent double in the word,
Beau linguist.

But the MacCullough is MacCullough.

It does not follow that major man is man.
If MacCullough himself lay lounging by the sea,
Drowned in its washes, reading in the sound,
About the thinker of the first idea,
lie might take habit, whether from wave or phrase,

Notes Toward a Supreme l'iction
It Must Be Abstract (cent.)
Or power of the wave, or deepened speech,
Or a leaner being, moving i.n on him,
Of gr•eater aptitude and apprehension,

As if the waves at last were never broken,
As if the language suddenly, with ease,
Said things it had laboriously spoken.

IX
The romantic intoning, the declaimed clairvoyance
Are parts of apotheosis, appropriate
And of its nature, the idiom thereof.

They differ from reason's click-clack, its applied
Enflashings.

But apotheosis is not

The origin of the major man.

Ile <"'.omes,

Compact in invincible foils, from reason,
Lighted at midnight by the r:.;tudious eye,
Swaddled in revery, the object of

The hum of thoughts evaded in the mind,
Hidden from other thoughts, he thc::it reposes
On a breast forever precious for that touch,

Notes Toward a Supreme Fiction
It Must Be Abstract (cont.)
For whom the good of April falls tenderly,
Falls down, the cock-birds calling at the time.
My dame, sing for this person accurate songs.
He is and may be but oh!

he is, he is,

This foundling of the infected past, so bright,
So moving in the manner of his hand.
Yet look not at his colored eyes.

No names.

Give him

Dismiss him from your images.

The hot o, him is purest in the heart .
X

The major abstraction is the idea of man
And major man is its exponent, abler
In the abstract than in his singular,
'1ore fecund as princip le than particle,
Happy fecundity, flor-abundant

force,

In being more than an exception, part,

Though an heroic part, of the commonal.
The major abstraction is the commonal,
The inanimate, difficult visage.

Who is it?

Notes Toward a Supreme Fiction
It Must Be Abstract (cont.)
What rabbi, grown furious with human wish,
What chieftain, walking

by

himself, crying

Most miserable, most victorious,
Does not see these separate figures one

by

one,

And yet see only one, in his old coat,
His slouching pantaloons, beyond the town,
Looking for what was, where it used to be?
Cloudless the morming.

It is he.

The man

In that old coat, those sagging pantaloons,
It is of him, ephebe, to make, to confect
The final elegance, not to console
Nor sanctify, but plainly to propound.
It Must Change
I

The old seraph, parcel-gilded, among violets
Inhaled the appointed odor, while the doves
Rose up like phantoms from chronologies.
The Italian girls wore jonquils in their hair
And these the seraph saw, had seen long since,
In the bandeaux of the mothers, would see again.

Notes Toward a Supreme Fiction
It Must Change (cont.)
The bees came booming as if they had never gone,
As if hyacinths had never gone.
This changes and that chanv,es.

We say
Thus the constant

Violets, doves, girls, bees and hyacinths
Are inconstant objects of inconstant cause
In a universe of inconstancy.

This means

Night-blue is an inconstant thing.

The seraph

Is satyr in Saturn, according to his thoughts.
It means the distaste we feel for this withered scene

Is that it has not changed enough.
It is a repetition.

It remains,

The bees come booming

As if--The pigeons clatter in the air.

An erotic perfume, half of the body, half
Of a obvious acid is sure what it intends
And the booming is blunt, not broken in subtleties.
II

The President ordains the bee to be
Immortal.

The President ordains.

But does

The body lift its heavy wing, take up,

Notes Toward a Supreme Fiction
It Must Change (cont.)
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Notes Toward A Supreme Fiction
It Must Change (cont.)
III
The great statue of the General Du Puy
Rested immobile, though neighboring catafalques
Bore off the residents of its noble Place.
The right, uplifted foreleg of the horse
Suggested that, at tee final funeral,
The music halted and the horse stood still.
On Sundays, lawyers in their promenades
Approached this strongly-heightened effigy
To study the past, and doctors, having bathed
Themselves with care, sought out the nerveless frame
Of a suspension, a permanence, so rigid
That it made the General a bit absurd,
Changed his true flesh to an inhuman bronze.
There never had been, never could be, such
A man.

The lawyers disbelieved, the doctors

Said that as keen, illustrious ornament,
As a setting for geraniums, the General,
The very Place Du Puy, in fact, belonged

al states of mind.
Among our more vestigi
ause nothing had chanRcd.
Nothing had happened bec
hbish in the end.
Yet the General was ru

IV

site natures seem to dc�pcnd
Two things of oppo
a man depends
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night, the imag ined
On a woman, day on
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That walk away
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A l i ttle string

The partaker partakes of that which ch:inf:l�s him.
The chi 1 d that touche s take s ch a r a cte r f r O 111 t Ii l' thing,

The body, it touches.

The captain and his men

Are one ,arid the sailor and the sea are one.
Follow after, 0 my companion, my fellow, my self,
Sister and solace, brother and delight.

V

On a blue island in a sky-wide water
The wild orange trees continued to bloom and to heRr,

L�ng after the planter's death.

A few limes remained,

Where his house had fallen, three scrap,gy trees
weighted
With garbled green.

These were the planter's turquoiRc

And his orange blotches, these were his zero p,reen,
A green baked greener in the greeneRt Run,
These were his beaches, his sea•myrtles in
White sand, his patter of the long sea-slushes.

There was an island beyond him on which rested ,
.

An island to the South, on which rested like
A mountain, a pineapple pungent as Cuban summer.

�
cool bananas r,rew,
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VI
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One voice repeating, one tireless choriste
r,

I
\
The phrases of a single phrase, ke-ke,

A single text, granite monotony,

One sole face, like a photograph of fate,
Glass�blowers destiny, bloodless epiocopuR,
Eye without lid, mind without any dream•-

These are of minstrels lacking minstrelsy,
Of an earth in which the first leaf is tl1e tale
Of leaves, in which the sparrow is a bird
Of stone, that never chanr,es.
And you, bethou him and hethou.
A sound like any other.

Bethou him, you
It is

It will end.

VII
After a lustre of the moon, we say
we have not the need of any paradise,
we have not the need of any seducing hymn.

It is true.

Tonight the lilacs magnify

The easy passion, the ever-ready love
Of the lover that lies within us and we breathe
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The poem goes from the poet's gibberish to
The gibberi�h of the vulgate and back again.
Does it move to and fro or is it of both

At once?

Is it a luminous flittering

Or the concentration of a cloudy day?
Is there a poem that never reaches words

And one that chaffers the time away?
Is the poem both peculiar and general?
There's a meditation there, in which there seems

To be an evasion, a thing not apprehended or
Not apprehended well.

Does the poet

Evade.us, as in a senseless element?
Evade, this hot, dependent orator,
The spokesman at our bluntest harrjers,
Exponent by a form of speech, the speaker
Of a speech only a little of the tongue?
It is the gibberish of the vulgate that he seeks.
He tries by a peculiar speech to speak

Th� peculiar potency �f the gener al,
To compound the imagination's Latin with
The lingua franca et jocundissima.
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It was enough for her that she remembered.
The blue woman looked and from her window
names
The corals of the dogwood;. c old and
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Cold, coldly delineating, being real,
Clear and, except for the eye, without intrusion.
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A lasting visage in a lasting bush,
A face of stone in an unending red,
Red-emerald, red-slitted-blue, a face of slate,

An ancient forehead hunp, with heavy hair,
The channel slots of rain, the red-rose-red
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When at long midnight the Canon came to sleep
And normal things had yawned themselves away,
The nothingness was a nakedness, a point,

Beyond which fact could not progress as fact.
Thereon the learning of the man conceived
Once more night's pale illumi�ations, P,old
Beneath , f ar u nd erne a th, the s'ur f ace

Of

His eye and audible in the mountain of
His ear, the very material of his mind.

So that he was the ascending wings he saw
And moved on them in orbits' outer stars
Descending to the children's bed, on which

They lay.

Forth then with huge p athetic force

Straight to the utmost crown of night he flew.
The nothingness was a nakedness, a point

Beyond which thought could not progress as thought.
He had to choose.

But it was not a choice

Between excluding things.

It was not a choice

Between, but of.
That

lie chose to include the things

in each other are

The complicate,

incl11ded, the whole,

the amassin� harmony.
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He imposes or<lers as he t:hlnkf> of them,
As the fox and snake do.

Tt is a hrave affair.

Next he builds capi -ols nnd in their corr:ldors,

Whiter than wax, sonorous,

fame as it is,

He establishes statues of reasonable men,
\dho surpassed the most literate ow, the most
erudite

But to impose is not

Of elephants.
To discover.
A season,

To discover nm order as of

to discover summer and know it,

To discover winte· and know it well, to find,
Not to impose, not to have reasoned at all,
Out of nothing to liave come on major weather,

It is possible,
Be possible.

possibte, possible.

It must

It must be that in time

The real will from its crude compoundings come,

Seeming, at first, a beast disgorged, unlike,

Warmed by a desperate milk.

To find the real ,

To be stripped of every fiction except one,
The fiction of an absolute-�Angel, •
Be silent in your luminous cloud and hear
The luminous melody of proper sound,
VIII
What am I to believe?

If the angel in his cloud
,

Serenely gazing at the violent abyss,
Plucks on his strings to pluck abysmal glory,

Leaps downward through evening's revelations, and

On his spredden wings needs nothing but deep
space,
Forgets the gold centre, the golden destiny,

-Grows warm jn the motionless motion of his flight,
Am I that imagine this angel less satisfied?
Are the wings his, the lapis-haunted air?
Is it he or is it I that experience this?
Is it I then that keep saying there is an hour
filled with expressible bliss, in which I have
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That I should name you flatly, waste no words,
Check your evasions, hold you to yourself.
Even so when I tl1ink of you as stronR or tired,

Bent over work, anxious, content, alone,
You remain the more than natural figure.

You

Become the soft-footed phantom, the irrational
Distortion, however fragrant, however dear.
That's it: the more than rational distortion,
The fiction that results from feeling.

Yes, that.

They will get it straight one day at the Sorbonne.
We shall return at twilight from the lecture
Pleased that the irrational is rational,

UntiJ

r

flicked by feeling, in a gildered street,

call you by name, my green, my fluent mundo.

You will have stopped revolving except in crystal.

Soldier, there is a war between the mind
And sky, between thought and day and night.
For that the poet is always in the sun,

It is

Patches the moon together in his room
To his Virgilian cadences, up down,
Up down.

It is war that never ends.

Yet it depends on yours.

The two are one.

They are a plural, a right and left, a p�ir,
Two parallels that meet if only in
The meeting of their shadows or that meet
In a book in a barrack, a letter from Malay.
But your war ends.

And after it you return

With six meats and twelve wines or else without
another room •••• Monsieur and comrade '
To walk
.
The soldier is poor without the poet's lines,
His petty syllabi, the sounds that stick,
Inevitably modulating, in the blood,
And war for war, each has its gallant kind,
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(24)

There is no such thing as a supreme fiction.

All those

moved by the 'blue bird in Aunt Jane's hair' who think it
admirable for Stevens, as a relatively old man, to write a
romantic, somewhat sentimental account of his entire life's
devotion to the creation of a supreme fiction -- forget it.
Unless, of course, you are willing to give up a little ground,
file a few corners and admit that the only supreme fiction
possible is the impression of a supreme fiction which actually
is a myth of myths.
It is debatable and somewhat irrelevant, whether Stevens
believed at the outset of Notes that there actually was a
supreme f i cti on, p_e.r fLe .

A 1 thou g h many are wi 11 ing to concede

that there can be no such earthly form, they resort to the
Platonic Ideal, stating that, although Stevens did not believe
we would ever see or give dimension to this myth,

he believed

that there was something beyond that corresponded to Good,
Truth and the Supreme Fiction.

llovever, a second and more

lengthy espial of the poem will refute even this idea.
The word choice,

'Supreme Fie tion', seems somewhat

lamentable at this point.

It implies something stationary

and solely superior to all other fictions.
is exactly the effect Stevens desires.

However, this

For the poem itself

is, among other things, an affirmation of why there can be
no single, complete supreme fictio�.
The opening struggle to percelve the "inconceivable
idea" includes the statement "a heaven that has expelled us

(25)

and our images."
Sunday Morning.

is merely 1n echo of an earlier poem,
Th

ld!:2a nf

�,i•l f-•denial and the Puritan ethic

of saving and living for t0morr0� lack
meaning.

God wa_, a n ytl

c•·ct1 t c•,I ,,ut of need many years ago:

however, it no 1

·:berefore

name and classify is del,llita,ln;·..

9

our attempt to

It resists change and

stagnates our ever muvlng vltnl.ity,.
something that neve1: couid be named."
christen

any modern poetic

We attempt "a name for
Thus, how can we

a "supreme fl.l'.tion" wi•hout sentencing it to antiquity?

Even if we could agree on the Supreme Fiction Ideal, the
"celestial ennui" would impel us to destroy all established
myths and begin again.

Fuchs states that for Stevens "poetr y

emerged as the stro. gest force i

the world, capable of

d estroying fictions which appear ob so 1 ete •...
The mere word

r

'supreme' implies somethi ng that transcends

reality, possibly even human exiFtence.
immediately introduced th

However, Stevens

nnololiy of seasonal change and

man's recurring desire for a new and vernal myth, suggesting
that man and his e1vironm�nt are interrelated.
of winter" one knows th t wh�1:.

At the "end

·le has "is, what is not and

throws it away like a thing of uriother time,"

A supreme myth

has no relevance here.
Not only does supreme fiction infer transcendence, but
it implies something beyond humnn self-consciousness.

However,

though the fiction must be abstract, it must be. an "abstraction
blooded" -- given vitality and life.

The fluctuating emotions

(26)
incited by artist and his created fictionsare implied in
canto nine:

"The hot of him is purest in the heart."

The

development of the self-conscious man and his feelings are
essential to the creation of

.1

fiction ;,nd will be treated

in greater det il in a f llowin, section.
One of the three basic premt. cs of Notes is that the
supreme fiction "must change."

Fuchs states, "It is not the

idea of a supreme fiction that �,t

ens c�jects, but the old

.2
fictions which are no longer supreme. . ,

He suggests that

. an old fiction must be rejected, because it lacks meaning and
is actually not a fiction at all, just a remembrance of one.
"The essence of poetry is chang

bec&�se r�etry is the abstract

figure in .life, and life is change.,,

,_,

The implication of a supreme

fiction as something relatively .,tat c contradicts this idea.
Again, we have the echo,

"Sprin, va1lsi1c.s the scraps of winter,

why/ Should there be any ques -J n
in memory's dream?

f

'ctur1ing or/ of death

Is sprinP, a . Je p'.'

There is recurrent referenc _ _ 1
human experience and the clta

>c,Ci�

to the need for
"The partaker

tii.

partakes of that which changes 1,1m."

Also, sponteneity and

discovery are favored:
These are not things transformed
Yet we are shaken by them as if the" vere.
We reason about them with 'oter renson.
If a supreme fiction existed, even n, mrrc�y a supreme abstraction, it could not adhere to these ch.::ir.,cteristics.
states that seasonal change is n t repetition:
not resuming."

A supreme abstr.:icli n,

would inevitably grow obsolet -·

Notes

it is "beginning,

Ln itself, once created,

( 2 7)
The overall

tone

f l'lote� denies the idea that Stevens

sat down and constructed the essential elements he felt
necessary for the

creation of

a supreme

it begins as an ins �ruction devclopinr

The

type movement.
rhetorical:

arly quest.ions
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else, prodigious

scholar
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M
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Thus,

coveries.
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rreseuted seem quite

l

of
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there be?''
"!low

What

However, we sense

1 t I find you in dif-

if,

canto emanatP1, the same feeling when

he observes and then resolves witr1

ster."

Rather,

there in a moving cont.o\lr, a change not quite

The previous

uncertainty:

fiction.

we see

a

the man·-liero

the poet

statement suggesting slight
iP.

become

When he practically vaults

announces, "That'"'

i

," we bccom-

not the exceptional mon-

involved in his own dis-

out of the tercet and

intcn:3r.ly aware that he has
There fore,

made a sudden reali:3ation of his o,-Jn.
to suggest that Stevens
to be a fo ndation for

it is futile

implJes No_l_cs __ T u_ rnrd A Supreme Fiction
n�cruct the Paramount

"Ten \Jays

Myth."
The poet s tat es ,

j_

n

the Sorbonne mectirg his

11

This

"�reen,

single
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tcrcet
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tn
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cho

will revolve only
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and

that as a res u 1 t of

mundo," suggesting a

"living chn11glnknes.,. 11

spring renewal and
in "crystal.

th �

Stevens ingeniously

�; cs a word su ch a s

impli--.:itln1:s that, in reference

to the poem, are almost directly opposite.

Bewley quotes

Stevens as saying, "The imag:f.nation :!s the power of

t} e

min<l

over the possibilities of things; but if t:hiD constitutes

.-:i

certain single characteristic, 1- is the sou�c� n t
certain value but of as many values as reside Jn ti.
ties of things."
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Notes Toward A Supreme Fi ct i n is bas i ca Ll y a __ t .:i t · rn r' n t
of the need for chan g ea b 1 e and p 1 c a s u ' ab 1 e
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Therefore,
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(29)

must change, and must give pleasure.

"What makes the poet

the potent figure that he is, or was, or ought to be, is
that he creates the world to which we turn incessantly and
without knowing it.and that he gives to life the supreme
fic tions without which we are unable to conceive of it.117
The idea of this constant need and therefore continual creation
must be considered the underlying myth of movement or a myth
of myths.

However, it is not supreme.

It is merely the basic

human myth of a self-consciousness that demands harmony with
the chartging �orld and mutating mind,

" •• the finding of a satisfaction •• ":':

*Collected �ocms, p.240.

(30)

A major criticism of Notes Toward A Supreme Fiction and
of Stevens' Collected Poems as a whole is that there is no
development.

Some critics feel Stevens intentionally con-

fuses and digresses with no preconceived direction.

Even

Brown, discussing the first lines of Notes, implies amusement
and no ear nes t med itation • 1
from the tru.th.

II owever , nothing cou 1 d be further

Although Notes does not give a step by step

progression to a final solution� tying it neatly with an over
all theme and moral, there is a definite movement to the final
revelation in the last canto.
Many readers tend to struggle with the dialectical movement within.

Once started with a particular line of thinking,

they are irritated and confused when an opposite idea is presented.

However, Stevens was extremely concerned with harmony

and action of opposites.

Notes is an expression of the self-

conscious man thinking, in which we see him move between poles,
trying to achieve needed revelations or "strange relations."
Notes Toward A Supreme Fiction is a poem of motion as even
the title implies.

Referring to Stevens' statement, "Poetry is

a pheasant disappearing in the brush,112 Hopper says, "The poem
is neither the pheasant nor the disappearance of the pheasant:

it is the movement itself, the pheasant disappearing, the mystery
of the moment of becoming in lacunae between being and becoming,
actuality and possibility, day and night, sun and moon, masculine
and feminine, .reality and imagination. 113
This essence of motion cannot be given by mere meaning
alone.

To begin with canto one and chronologically reduce

(31)

each section to a few sentences of paraphrase is "facile
exercise."

Many of Stevens' ideas are not so revolutionary

in themselves.

One might read Santayana or philosophers

before him to derive a general notion of Stevens' concept
of nature and man.

However, it is the technique he employs

that makes his poetry so valuable.

A reader is forced to

not only give meaning to the various phrases, but also feel
the relations and hear the sounds that rumble between the
lines.

Although Stevens was speaking of another poem,

Fabliau of Florida, this statement is indicative of his
passion in words:

"It is not the sense of a poem of that

kind that counts, because it does not really have a great
deal of sense; it is the feeling of the words and the reaction
4

and images that the words create, 11

There are two basic methods employed in discussing
��--either chronological summary or attempted proof of
a stated hypothesis.
mongering,

However, simple summary verges on theme

"The clearer the explanations, the falser they

are likely to be,115

Conversely, discussion of the poem solely

in the light of a particular theory obscures other essential
elements and encourages use of outside information for support.
Because Notes consists of continual ramifications of
certain basic ideas, discussion becomes repetitious when
reduced to themes or paraphrase.

Furthermore, to construct a

pamphlet giving step by step directions for reading is an insult
to intelligent readers.

Thus, specific technical and thematic

considerations are confined to a systematic discussion of
"It Must be Abstract" in order to exhibit overall development

without becoming overly redundant,

This is generally con

sidered the most difficult and is subject to widely varied
interpretations.

The poems following this selection will be

selected for analysis only if they exemplify a particular
technique not already mentioned or an idea that causes con
trasting interpretation.
After reading several initial lines in Notes, the reader
realizes a fundamental difference from Harmonium.

Although

Stevens still shows a great propensity for active, robust
words, he shades them quite heavily with calm, contemplative,
and somewhat monochrome language.

Canto One is entirely

(except, perhaps, "voluminous master folded in his fire")
composed of generally ''· straight" phrases.

This relates effec-

tively to a "heaven that has expelled us and our images" and
the need to see the sun "clearly in the idea of it."
Thia first canto introduces many of the motifs already
prevalent in previous poems.

The concept of the "ignorant

man" can be seen as early as Snow Man and as late as Man
Carrying Thing.

The sun, a predominate Stevenesque symbol,

is perceived in "the idea of it."

The motif of color, in

this case purple and gold, is also common to Stevens' poetry.
However� one must again be careful

not to fall in the trap

of assigning definite meaning, such as blue equals imagination.
While this seems completely absurd, many critics fail to see
the inconsistencies.

However, within a single poem, a

particular color may be found to have certain implications.
Religious imagery, in this case, heaven, God and possibly Phoebus,

•. I
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The pentameter breaks with "the quick" which jolts the
reader's eye and defies recurrent ennui.

The enjambment of

"poisonous" and "are" creates the same effect.

The second

stanza's lining is also relevant to meaning--placing "hermit"
at the beginning of the last line, surrounded by words.
Riddel

refers to these lines with the somewhat trite

statement, "Necessity is the mother of imagination."

6

We are

aware of the need to rid ourselves of "the ravishments of truth"
and to see the "sun with an ignorant eye."

However, it is implied

that man also ascribes names and classification, assuming himself
source of "this invented world."

The line "who comes and goes

and comes and goes all day" is not needed to give the feeling
of movement already portrayed by lining and ideas.
The image of the monastic man and philosopher, though
relevant to Stevens' concepts, is useful only as build-up
to, "And not to have is the beginning of desire."
tercet is repetitious and loosely constructed.

This fourth

Compare the

bland reference to music with the "calendar hymn" of the sixth
tercet.

Although not exceptional, the latter allows us some

reaction.
The opposite wording of the fifth stanza is an excellent
mode for creating movement, particularly movement between two
poles.
And not to have is the beginning of desire.
To have what is not is its ancient cycle.
Stevens is aware of sentence structure and grammar and frequently constructs arrangements which support meaning or ambiguity.

( 3 5)

The previous lines, including the "celestial ennui"
section could have carried this particular canto quite
efficiently.

However, Stevens' metaphorical impulses

dictate that he give a type of example for his statement.
At certain points, this technique works extremely well and
lifts the poetry above merely well-stated philosophical
ideas.

But the tightly woven poetry of this canto is

disseminated somewhat by the wordy and repetitious allusion
to weather.

The sentences are very straight�orward, almost

prose.
However, the image of winter (referring again to Snow
Man), "myosotis," virility, the "calender hymn," and "shabby
sleep" reinforce the cyclic movement and man's need for change.
We are aware of the earth's cycles and its influence on man.
The combination of "it" (a word having no real meaning,�
nothing) with colorful or at least concrete objects (winter,
weather, bush, hymn, etc.) is a working technique beginning
with, "To have what is not is its ancient cycle" and culminating
in� ."And throws it away.

"

The distinguishing mark of the third canto is lining.
feel the jerking movement back and forth.

We

One who scoffs

method in lining could not have possibly grasped this poem.
Through novelty, the poem allows us to share, for just a moment,
the first idea (referring, of course, to canto one).
satisfies not only belief, but the need to believe.

It

(36)

II

The wide space after immaculate beginning is selfexplanatory.

I

However, examine the reinforcing technique

of enjambment and word placement defying meaning:
•

,immaculate beginning

And send us, winged by an unconscious will,
To an immaculate end.
Of course the placement of "point" and "again" also are
conscious attempts at exemplified meaning,
The cross reference of images becomes apparent with this
canto.

The obvious conjunction of "music," "hymn," and "winged"

(referring io birds) and the relation of "immaculate beginning"
to "winter" is characteristic of Stevens' style.

Just as he

is constantly re-evaluating and qualifying ideas, so, too,
with his images,

As the poem progresses, we receive a clearer

picture of exactly what he refers to when he speaks of say,
music,

This is another sign of internal development.

Although many critics are completely baffled by the
"scene" with the Arabian, wood--dove and ocean, it is extremely
relevant for four reasons.

The most obvious is the idea of

these completely different entities chanting (referring again
to music) variations of the same sound.

Thus the basic "relation"

between the three seems to be this one underlying factor, which
might be part of "the central of our being."

The revelation

of this fact is an approach to perceiving the "first idea."
However, the Arabian, wood-dove and ocean are significant
for more than simple difference.
of time.

They represent three aspects

The Arabian predicts the future, the wood-dove "used

to chan�," and still the "ocean howls."

This relation can be

(3 7)
viewed in yet another way.

The Arabian, at night, is a product

of one's imagination.

The wood-dove is a part of reality,

nature's environment.

The ocean can be a combination of the

two in that it was the initial breeder of all life and that
it is referred to as the "grossest iridescence" which combines
base reality with light, or man's illuminating powers--the
power of the Arabian with his stars.

"And still" suggests

that the ocean has always been and always will be howling the
basic sounds of our world.
The final significance of this section is the last line,
"Life pierces us with strange relation."

It is an extension

of the "strong exhilaration/ of what we feel from what we
think, of thought/ Beating in the heart."

Man is totally

involved in the world, completely self-conscious.

The poem

is a new begin11ing, allowing man the power to see the "candid"
relation between his mind and the world.
The use of the words "hoobla-hoobla-hoobla-how" is
reminiscent· of earlier 8tyle.

Stevens' intrigue with words

includes making them up whenever possible.
ately of Ba�,s in_Pine Woods:
his hoos."

One thinks immedi-

"fears not portly Azcan nor

The length of the Arabian's phrase compared to

the wood-dove is i.ndicative of their relative "suggestions."
The imagination is dependent on metaphors and language.
wood-dove's chant is included in the Arabian's.

The

The ocean,

innuendo of the first basic idea, howls only a base "hoo •. "
this first idea becomes the "hermit in a poet's metaphors,"
"hoobla--hoobla, hoobla, how."

Thus,

(38)

Consequently, these lines are suggestive of even one
more idea.

The Arabian, a product of man's imagination, is

the all-inclusive "abstract,"
like the sun.

Ue casts the future with stars,

However, his astronomy is "primitive."

His

chant includes the language and ideas of the present and the
basic "center" of all time.
"Never suppose an inventing mind as source of this
idea.

.this invented world," foreshadows the line, "The

first idea was not our own."
poem is questionable.

The importance of this particular

The first half, at least, repeats in

a different, yet less effective manner, the ideas already
presented,

The only function evident is the overt religious

imagery, sending the reader "winged by an unconscious will"
to a cons :f. d eration of religion, its reason for ex istence and
its usefulness today.
The lining of the second tercet is indicative of a growing
self-consciousness which will later be discussed in detail.
"Selves" is placed entirely alone and "within" two lines,
suggesting a search for the relation of man to the world by
trying to stand completely apart.

The parallel phrasing of:

The clouds preceded us
There was a muddy centre before we breathed.
There was a myth before the myth began.
is another characteristic of Stevens' style.

The word "clouds,"

actually preceding, supports meaning.
The assertion of the need for poetry in a world "not
our own" 1.s heard early in Stevens.

Riddel mentions To

(39)

The One of Fictive Music which ends:
Unreal, give back to us what once you gave
The imagination that we spurned and crave,
as a foreshadowing of this self-realization and attempted
union with the earth.
Rhetoric in the first stanzas is elevated, like the
clouds,

Lining is interesting, too, in that the endinp,

shape is first extended, restricted, then extended.
We are the mimics. Clouds are pedagogues.
The air is not a mirror but bare board,
Coulisse bright-dark, tragic chiaroscuro
And comic color of the rose, in which
Abysmal instruments make sounds like pips
Of the sweeping meanings that we add to them.
This suggests man's attempt in the abysmal depths of earth to
mimic the elevated clouds in their conjunction with basic
earthly air.

Clouds, by being what they are, teach us how to

give "sweeping meanings" to the "abysmal instruments."

Air

is a stage which Sukenick states is unconcerned with the ego.
It, like the lines, contains all the opposites:

7

"bright/dark;"

"tragic/comic;" "chiaroscuro/color."
Man is compelled to interact with this world.

Riddel

states there are two kinds of first ideas, "the false kind
that man creates to dominate and rule him .

•

• and the true

kind (the everchanging ideas he creates because he needs to
8

k now b eyond himself). ,.

The poem has developed from the pure attempt to perceive
the first idea because of ennui and needed renewal to a

(40)
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The cycle, beginning and ending with "not to be realized"
implies frustration.

Thus, a turn to a concrete representa-

tion of the abstract is imminent.

llowever, only two positive

lines, and one finds oneself again reading what is not.
Freedman states, though it seems somewhat obvious, that
Stevens "saw objects simultaneously as they are and as they
are not, through that which is given in perception and that
w hi ch appears to lie beyond it."
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The.poem builds through this continual movement to the
assertion that the poet's house, his mind and his humanity,
"has cha'nged a little in the

sun. "

It is a mingling of man

and his environment which produces the desired "falseness close
to kin,"
The word reversal in two statements mentioned in another
context, recurs with "visible or invisible," suggesting the
total picture which the eye, observing from the bottom line,
may discern.

The abstract cannot exist of itself.

It must

be realized by man through his interaction with what is and
what is not.

"The merging of the abstract and mental with

the concrete and sensual is perhaps the most characteristic
, 13
quality of Stevens' style.'
The language of the following cantos drops into a less
colorful, more neutral shade,

The poet is in the peaceful

act of discovering "balances that happen," philosophical
relevations upon observing the world.

The lining of the

middle stanza in canto eight is an open display of such

(43)
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separate from common man.

Major man as exponent to the idea

of man is merely indicative of how many times this idea may
be multiplied by itself.
of the second stanza.

This projects into the fecundity

It is necessary that man be seen as

"more than an exception, part/ Though a heroic part, of the
commonal. 11
The "numbers idea" continues into the image of all common
men reduced to "one, in his old coat."

The reader is reminded

of "twenty men crossing a bridge" in Metaphors of a Magnifico.
This general man with his metaphorical "old coat" does not
realize that he is looking for what is not."

The common man

looking "beyond the town" has the extreme need for poetry, not
mere human wish or the consolation of religion.
The poems included under It Must Change are basically
straight� or-ward and philosophical in tone.

The poem con-

cerning the statue is interesting in its development to a
concluding line:

"The very Place DuPuy, in fact, belonged/

Among our more vestigial states of mind."

The reader, as

a result of high language including "catafalques," "noble,"
and "promenades" might be willing to read this delicate
statement without researching its exact meaning.

However,

Webster's Dictionary defines veRtige (used in biology, which
relates neatly with the doctor) as

\I

a degenerate, atrophied, or

rudimentary organ or part, more fully developed or functional
II

in earlier stages of development of the individual.

Notice,

also, the capitalization of "the General" and "Place DuPuy"
suggesting the Platonic philosophy of immortal ideals such
as Truth and Beauty.

(46)

The line enjambments in canto four allow relief from
the previous prose style.
meaning.

They obviously are reflective of

The dependence of "the imagined/ on the real" is

central to the entire poem and suggests the theme of the
following canto.
interrelation.

Thus, the origin of change comes from this
Juxtaposition of "day and night," "winter and

spring," "music and silence" and so on, bombards the reader,
forcing him to eventually see the opposites as "two lovers
that walk away as one of the greenest body."
essence of the poem.

This is the

The reader must become involved.

partaker partakes of that which changes him."

"The

The change is "as

it is known and experienced by a self, not change as an inherent
law of nature.

11

18

The development of It Must Give Pleasure is particularly
concerned with the self-conscious man.

It is relatively

imagistic and suggestive of underlying meaning.

This section

actually accords more pleasure in reading than the previous
two.

Riddel states that the first two sections are abstracts

to this third,

19

which is reflective of the combination of

thought and man, or the "abstraction blooded."
Brown takes a rare approach to Stevens and discusses
the first canto in this section with concern for metrical
count and rhythm.

Jerome states that the use of an anapestic

meter tends to imply looseness. 2 0

Thus, the predominate ana-

peats of the first seven lines 21 and the generally free flowing

( 4 7)

rhythm tend to support meaning.

The "common" sings forth

the "gibberish of the vulgate."

The parallel constructions

are effective in building up speed which falls with the
abrupt:

"This is facile exercise.1122

The next six lines switch to a tighter iambic beat.
Brown suggests this "tight lipped" style is related to the
poetry of paganry.

23

The sentence construction is an object

inversion which may support this idea.
Brown reads the final lines as a combination of anapests
and iambs, illustrative of the final stage in dialectical
progression.

It is constructed of previous parts and becomes

a complete entity in itself.

However, this is the most diffi-

cult as implied by the word "difficultest," which is the hardest
word in the poem to pronounce.24

Also included is a combination

of parallel and inverted constructions, again resulting from the
dialectical movement.

This final section is characterized by

a rhythm and meter conflict.
The last line, suggesting reason, is extremely flat and
final.

Thus, as Brown states, "The dialectical experienced

is not like a rational dialectic.

It is that irrational.

experienced with feeling that is more rational than reason."25
This section "captures the essential movement in the whole of
Notes.1126

The dialectical motion and the concluding combination
is openly stated in the sixth canto when Canon Aspirin is

(48)
forced to make the choice of "excluding things."

"He chose

to include the things/ That in each other are included, the
whole,/ The complicate, the amassing harmony."

This need for

harmony is continually examined throughout the poem.

Each

particular entity can find the "necessary fiction" from
effective interrelations, such as Canon's relative position
to his realistic, minimal sister.
The final canto in Notes is probably the most widely
discussed and creates diverse opinion concerning the entire
poem itself.

The punctuation, particularly commas, causes

great ambiguity.
opposite ways.

Some of the words can be taken in quite
However, as stated previously, this is

Stevens' exact intent.
The image of "Fat Girl" in the first line implies a
lush, somewhat over-extended world.

The Stevenesque concepts

of summer and night parallel this idea.

However, the "living

changingness'' of the seasons, weather and many other factors
tend to keep the fat girl in "moving contour."

It is not mere

repetition; it is always a "change not quite completed."
The tree is at once a sexual symbol, implying union and
27
"fixity."
The impulsion to name and classify is seen in the
very first canto of Notes.

The intellect has a need to cate-

gorize, which ultimately falsifies reality.

The fat girl in

"moving contour" defies permanent and man-like statues. Thus,
man has th� com-pulsion to impose order upon her, not "to
discover."

The lining of the third tercet is indicative of

( 4 9)

meaning, with the attempt to hold the fat girl between the
two lines.
The juxtaposition of thoughts:
content defies a single, rigid name.

strong/tired, anxious/
The only result of

this attempt .in classification is that the fat girl remains
more than natural, as a combination of all states and condi
tions.

The significance in these lines lies in the verbs.

She remains the "more than natural figure," as a result of
the attempted naming.

Thus, she becomes, in the mind of the

poet, the "soft-footed phantom."

In other words, because she

denies fixed contour and checked evasions, she becomes the
metaphor of a phantom in the poet's mind.

In this "moving

contour," she has no single physical existence but is a
combination or harmony of all.
This phantom is an irrational distortion of the image,
fat girl.

However, it is from this that the poet derives the

final affirmation of the poem.

"That's it:

the more than

rational distortion/ The fiction that results from feelin�."
Thus, the irrational becomes more than rational.

Stevens

insists that the harmony between the human consciousness and
the world and its conception in the mind is the only true
reality.

Ciardi emphasizes Stevens' "refusal to be a salesman

and platform stumper for his poems and rather more of his
absolute insistence that imagination is more 'real' than
reality.

1128

(SO)

The anticlimactic tercets following refer to all the
"monastic men" and "philosophers" at their intellectual
"academies":
They will get it straight one day at the Sorbonne
We shall return at twilight from the lecture
Pleased that the irrational is rational,
Until flecked by feeling in a gildered street,
I call you by name, my green, my fluent mundo
You will have stopped revolving except in crystal.
The difficulty is mainly with the one comma at the end of
the first tercet.

The conclusion depends on interpretation

of that statement which overlaps in each section.
A delineation of lining tends to clarify the direction.
Man's intellects at the academy (attempting to dominate and
impose o rder) will someday satisfy themselves that they have
reduced the irrational to the rational, 'lwaste [d] no words."
Man will return at twilight, a time for phantoms and the free
imagination, contented with this logical deduction until
suddenly "flicked by feeling."
den;:!

feeling and emotion.

Basic reason and rationale

The major man of canto nine in

It Must Be Abstract comes from reason but is "purest in the
heart."
The sudden flick of feeling insists that the poe+ call
his "fluent mundo."

As a result of the recent conclusion, he

impulsively feels he can name his "fat girl."

However, she

"will have stopped revolving except in crystal."
Because of the negative connotation given to the results
of the Sorbonne meeting, I read this last statement, also,

(51)

with a negative slant.

The future tense suggests that the

"mundo will have stopped revolving" only as a direct result
of this "lecture."

However, regardless of how one views the

final statement, the word crystal has a conglomeration of
opposite meanings in relation to the poem.
As a result of general development in the poem and the
insistence on the harmony between human intellect and human
emotions, I am convinced that the mundo is crystal is man's
attempt to capture, artificialize and assign to "apartments"
the "green [and]

fluent mundo."

Fiction "results fr.om feeling;"

and if, until this time, the Sorbonne men have not been "flicked
by feeling" then either the old fictions or no fiction exists
"In a world without

except a man-made, handcrafted synthetic.

change it is possible to be completely rational.

Devoid of

happiness and unhappiness, the only feeling one could have is
to know, and though this might be bliss for angels, it would
not be bliss for men whose irrationality is the sources of their
deepest feelings. 1128
It is unfortunate that Stevens chose to continue with an
aftermath.

The poem is almost a brief synopsis of Notes, including

the tension df opposites, movement tow�rd unity, religious imagery,
blooded poetry and desire for harmony.

Its significance lies

in its relation to Notes' initial lines conciluding, "The vivid
transparence that you bring is peace."

However, although it

deserves merit as a separate poem, it detracts from the intense
realization made in the preceding canto.

"., .and there I found myself more truly and more strange."*

*Collected Poems, p.65.

( S 2)

Ordinary man or ordinary critic feels a strong compulsion
to inflict his particular order on the object of his perception.
The critical arrangement of Stevens into the realist or romantic
idealist "apartment" is reflective of this tendency.

"Rut to

impose is not to discover."
Freedman defines the essence of Romantic idealist ns a
"passive experiencer who takes in obJects or sensations from
the external world and remolds them into a more universal
vision."

1

In contrast, he portrays the realistic observer

as one who ''sees the obj�ct as distinct from self, as something external with which the self must come to terms."
However, the dialectical movement between these two opposites
results in the approaching synthesis of Stevens' self-conscious
mind.
Stevens considered the pure romantic as one practicing
"minor wish fulfillment" which he suggests relates to true
imagination, as sentimentality relates to feeling." 3

Conversely)

the realist, by way of Freedman's definj.tion, verges on an attempt
to conquer the object or at least implies a confrontation with
a somewhat opposing force.

Notes Toward A Supreme Fiction

reveals an artist who is conscious of his relative position
among men and the natural environment.

He does not try to

force meaningless societal contraptions upon the natural order.
Social reality is a "dull burden •

•

• bloodless, sexless, a

function of the mechanized abstraction of modern industrial
society, a rational catastrophe.114

He is, however, intent on

(53)

a participating discovery in the outside world effecting an
acute awareness within himself.

The resulting fictions bnsed

on the reality of earthly life infused with human emotions
and imagination are the fruits of initial perception.
"Without self-consciousness there is no poetry, no need
for the fiction which marries self with world·.11

5

Consequently,

the artist's desire for an exploration and final assertion
of this essential ego is the underlying element from which
Notes Toward A Supreme Fiction originates.

However, it is

not a poem containing didactic and unalterable conclusions,
which would be entirely contrary to its basic assumptions.
Rather, it pulsates with the candid projection of a human
mind in the "act of finding what will suffice�"

The internal

technique of using initial question and answer as a leaven
for ensuing query defies critical reduction into thematic
resolutions.

The critics who side with either a reflective

or energetic Stevens assert that his later poetry displays
no sign of development but mere change from the earlier style.
However, the development, as evidenced in Notes, "lies in
neither his ideas as such, nor in basic stylistic changes,
but in the inner life of a changing and aging sensibility,"

6

Like the realist, the artist perceives a reality totally
independent of the "inverting mind."

However, instead of

attempting oppression and prevailing "against the first idea,"
the poet extols it as a necessary and vital source of the
resulting fiction .

Contained in these initial thoughts is

the first rhetorical question, "May there be an ennui of the
first idea?"

This serves as springboard for an examination

of cyclic movement, which will be canvassed in a later section.
The use of the word "us" in "sends us back to the first
idea" suggests the inclusion of ephebe, teacher, poet, and
ordinary man together in the effort to perceive "the hermit
is a poet's metaphors."

Thus, the poet initially findR himRelf

included with and similar to overall humanity.

"Life's nonsense

pierces us with strange relation" continues this awareness and
incorporates yet another technique which parallels the question/
answer construction.

The placement and wording of this line

implies unpremeditated revelation, as if the poet had hap
hazardly selected three separate examples in his experiential
world and suddenly realized, along with the reader, their
"strange relation."
Awareness of humanity r s relative position resulting in
proclamation of our universal plight is expressed in "we live
in a place/ That is not our own, and much more, not ourselves."
The poet is building an acute cognizance of the need for poetry.
This is the seed for the creation of the man-hero, one who will
be sensitive to the plain reality and changing desires of
ordinary man and who will "confect/ the final elegance, not
to console/ Nor sanctify, but plainly to propound."

Thus, the

poet has realized in his search for the first idea that it "was
not our own" and that man, and not reality, is "mimic" or
"mirror,"

(55)

The analogy, in section two, of man's creative movement
to seasonal nature foreshadows the parallel development of
the beasts and "ephebe."

The poet sees relation in the

instinctual reactions of the animals and the human response
bred against the first abstraction, thus deprived of the underlying necessity for poetic creation.

Noticeable increase in

the tension from ''Roars--blares--snarls--and· press(es] bitter
utterance," resuits in the reader's sensation of being "cowed."
The poet discovers association between the animals who react
violently to their environmental realities and man who reacts
to the conglomerate by imposing unnatural orders upon these
same beasts.
Observing the obvious struggle between abstract theorizing
and its representation in reality, the reader becomes aware of
the synthesis of both elements in the mind,

Even the lining

in section six combines thoughts based on both the tangible
and the abstract.

This dialectical movement is supported in

the Letters of Wallace Stevens:

"The more exquisite the thing

seen, the more exquisite the t h ing unseen, 11 7

Consequent 1 y,

the poet lays the initial foundation for the necessary myth.
Unlike ordinary man who is unaware of his imitations and
imposes himself upon the world, the poet, who because of his
self-consciousness sees beyond observable reality, incorporates
the "first idea" into his very existence.

He is able to conceive

a fiction that is abstract and yet extremely alive and implicitly
involved in l'the fragrance of magnolias":
blooded."

"an abstraction

"Ordinary men impose orders according to their

( 5 6)

desires, the poet discovers orders out of his desire, his
love.11

8

Thus, the separately developing entity of poet

emerges.
The creation of a major man, as mentioned earlier,
becomes an actuality with "he that reposes on a breast
forever precious for that touch."

This constitutes the

final severance of poet and the "man/ In that old coat.

"

However, it is of and for that man that the poet will create.
The ordi.nary men of "It Must Change" includinr, the
seraph, the President and General DuPuy (representinr, the
minds that built him) are obsessed with permanence.
however, can only be perceived by the observer.

Change,

In other

words, the bee is merely "resum1.ng" according to the seraph
(who can imagine only old myths such as satyr) and the
President ( who believes in immortality); but to the poet and
to us, who feel "distaste • . . for this withered scene," the
bee is "beginning, not resuming."

Consequently, the dialectic

between opposites ultimately becomes important in that change
is dependent on the kinetic interaction.
of that which changes him."

"The partaker partakes

Contrasting the initial tone of

mere suggestion, we again sense the development of thought in
the concluding statements.

The consciousness then drifts to

the supporting example of the planter.
The consideration of change, the bombastic president,
General DuPuy, and the antiquated seraph who resist such
motion anticipates the idea of immortality.

But the result

( 5 7)

of the sparrow's cry (symbolic of stale religion) asserts
an "earth in which the first leaf is the tale/ of leaves."
Consequently, the poet propounds the constantly changinR
"accessible bliss."

The devotion to an idea of immortality

denies feeling and life:
paradise."

"We have not the need of any

Our "immortality" is the constant "fictive coverinp;/

[that] weav.es always glistening from the heart and mind."

The

only constancy is the basic human need to perceive and harmo
nize with reality satisfied by the enduring capacity to create
continuously changing myths.
The poet moves from this conclusion to the necessary
focus on the man hero--one who creates these myths.

One

may read the ninth section in its "peculiar," takinp, the
poetic language discussion literally, or in its "general,"
metaphorically relating it to the dialectical synthesis of
two opposites--possibly the abstract and reality.

The

rhetorical question again reveals the mind moving from a
flick of thought to a forming question resulting in a subsequent answer which will ignite yet another thought.

The ulti-

mate symthesis:
To compound the imagination's Latin with
The lingua franca et jocundissima.
suggests the experience of one object taking "character."

The

parallel grammatical structure and lining intensifies the sense
of oneness from this combination.

(58)

Thus the conscious need of the poet has moved from an
attempted perception of the first idea (recognition of its
function in poetry and ultimate cause of man's need for poetry)
to an analysis of the different reactions of animal, ordinary
man and man hero revealed in relation to this first idea.
Concluding that the man-hero incorporates both concrete and
abstract, imagination and reality, the poet becomes an "exponent"
of the "idea of. man."

The discovery of the artist who will

create the myth ultimately allows reflection on the myth itself.
The basic assumption of change is proven by disRustingly vapid
scenes and exhilaration in the motion and continual transformation of opposites.

Thus, man's accessible bliss is an earthly

paradise and his immortality rests in the constant creation of
fiction.

Because the poet must "propound" the ordinary man and

because the language must be a fusion of both, the contrasting
entities of man-hero and man begin to harmonize once more.
The final section, "It Must Give Pleasure," focuses on
the sensitivity and vitality of man.

Old customs are no longer

meaningful because they elicit no emotion.

Religion, particularly,

is based on an ideal above and beyond man's experience.

The

self denial of Canon Aspirin's sister and devotion to the
"lasting visage" or the Angel negates the incess·ant change and
pleasurable myth intrinsic to man's existence •
•

"The puritanism

• forbids response to things as they are--a morality which

9
denies that earth is the place for beauty and for happiness.11
If we can make an earthly paradise ("accesRible bliss") then
"there will be no gulf between the human and divine."

10

The

( 5 <))

poet comes to this logic in the eighth secti6n when he asks.
"Am I that imagine this angel less satisfied?"
The poet's contemplations jump from the "accustomed
jubilas" to "irrational moments" which lead into the "blue
woman" who contrasts the "lasting visage" of section three.
The "irrational moment" like the photographer'R picture
snatched, without measure, on the stimulus of sense. may be
reasoned about "with a later reason,"

The marriage in Catawba

is reflective of this assumption.
Resulting from the marriage and Canon Aspirin's inclusion
of the "complicate, the amassing harmony," the poet shifts into
questions of possible discovery of the abstract, the actual
first idea.

If the "real will from its crude compoundings

come," it could be "stripped of every fiction [which Nanzia
attempted] except one/ the fiction of an absolute,

The

It

juxtaposition of this phrase with "Angel" impels the probing
mind, however, to restrain the Angel image it has just created.
The crux of the poet's self-consciousness is asserted in the
resulting consideration.

Questioning the capacity of man to

experience fully the projected bliss, he concludes:
There is a month, a year, there is a time
In which majesty is a mirror of the self.
I have not but I am and as I am, I am.
Filling "these external regions •

.

• with reflections" of

ourselves, we may deduce that the "origin of self-consciousness
11
was the birth of the imagination.'I
The final awareness of his relation with the "fat girl"
concludes, "for a moment." the act of self-discovery.

The

(60)

earth still evades him and defies a completely rational explanation.

However, the tone of the poem itself resists total

rationality beginning affectionately with "my summer, my
night" and continuing with thoughts "swaddled in revery."
The attempts to consider her with a single label or in a
particular conditjon evoke only opposite ideas.
a "more than natural figure."

Thus, she is

The poet's mind takes the essence

of what she is and metaphorically perceives her as a "soft
footed phantom."

The image is based in reality and yet is a

distortion of that reality, resulting from man's conscious
mind, incorporating the basic facts with rational thought
and human sensitivity.

The poet's recognition of his particular

need for poetry is evidenced in the final impulse to reunite
with his "fluent, mundo."
Notes Toward A Supreme Fiction reveals the self-consciousness
of the poet and his discovered relationship with man, animals,
earthly reality and abstract ideas.

However, a poem of this

sort cannot merely be "observed, it must be participated in.

II

12

Therefore, the suffusion of poet with reader and the throbbing
motion between the lines result

in a mutual "self-consciousnesA

which paradoxically alienates us from the world and drives us
back to it."

13

" • . • nothing that is not there and the nothing that is ,"*

*CollectP.d Poems, p. 10.

(61)

The dialectical movement is the most
continuous characteristic

of

outs t anding

and

Stevens' style and philosophy.

He was unconcerned with the poles themselves as evidenced by
Canon Aspirin's choice:
•

•

• a point

Beyond which thought cannot progress as thought.
He had to ch oose.
But it was not a ch oice
Between excluding things.
It was not a cho ice
Between, but of.
Rather, the perpetual

o scillation

between the poles was the
The fallacy

phenomena to which he addressed himself.

critics who reduce his poetry t o the simple

relation

of

between

imagination and reality is the failure to discern the threedimensional picture.

A simple appraisal

of

the poem pr ovides

the awareness of opposing positions represented by:

cando r/

plural; first idea/metaphors; winter/spring; mimics/pedag o gues;
animal/man; visible/invisible; maj or man/man;
and numerous other images.

day/nig ht ;

these
Cemented in the flux between

terminal points is the self-consciousness
the reader.

old/new;

of

the poet 8nd

Therefore, it seems elementary, insulting and

absurd to demote Stevens' wide poetic activity and sup erior
technical accomplishments to a single theme.

On the

other

ships
the many variations and relation
e overall
implied within Notes, some critics are confused with th
the title
idea of dialectical movement. They approach Notes with
t heir
of the particular vo lume and other poems still ringing in

hand, though aware

ears.

of

Thus, they are confused when certain ideas and techniques

seem to negate earlier seasonal and cyclic movement.

( f, 2)

Although it may seem irrelevant whether Stevens saw the
creative imagination as revolving around or moving between
two opposing points, there is a significant difference,
Stevens observed in the natural world a predisposition for
cycles,

He may have even considered a single human life as

reflective of these stages--an innuendo suggested by the
arrangement, titles, and general subject matter of specific
volumes in Collected Poems. However, though the organic
aspect of human life corresponds directly to natural patterns ,
the human consciousness and imagination is relatively inde
pendent of cycles.

Within the seasonal movement, the poet

finds himself either drifting toward or away from a particular
pole.

Although the typical reaction might be:"Well, winter iR

symbolic of reality�II the valid reply is that unlike life
which eventually terminates in death (thus attaing and
ultimately constituting the poles themselves), the creating mind
never actually arrives at the point of pure imagination or
vice versa.

The first is impossible even to conceive and the

latter might be an earth, without any living organiAm.

Thus,

within the natural cyclic framework, the poet's consciousness
moves between two poles.

Stevens' analogy of creating a fiction

and seasonal change applies as long as winter and summer arc
seem as unattainable ends and spring and autumn as variations• of
the relative positions between the two.

It is significant

that be perceives the biological properties of human life as
cyclic and the development of the sensitive intellect on a
shifting linear plane,exhibiting continual change, inherent motion,
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and persistent "beginning, not resuming."

The perfect circle in

contrast to the volatile line constitutes another dialectic
order.
One of the most obvious movements in Notes Toward A
Supreme Fiction is revealed in the single/plural interplay.
Merle E. Brwon discusses these dynamics in her article,
"Concordia Discors in the Poetry of Wallace Stevens."
examines the f�rst section of Notes
images.

She

extracting the relevant

In essence, the sun is the "ever early candor" which,

as the first idea, becomes "the hermit in a poet's metaphors."
The priest, monk and philosopher concentrate on oneness, but
find no satisfaction.

The multiplicity of the three examples

in section three and the derivation into oneness of sound are
reflective of the underlying "candor" in relative instances
of "late plural."

This is an elaborated illustration of the

initial "hermit','
The principal inportance of this number motif is suggested
in section four.

Ordinary man (Eve) attempts to hecome one

with the world, but her method involves making "air the
mirror of herself,"

As already mentioned, this imposition

of human order is unnatural in "a place/ that is not our own
and, much more, not ourselves."

Therefore, there are two

implications in this movement between singularity and plurality.
The irutial oneness is a manifestation of the first idea.
llowever, man applies human accretions to this clear beginning
which eventually weights and debilitates the power of the

primary candor.

Subsequently, the multiple names and metaphors

ascribed must be sloughed.

This includes Stevens' concept of

poverty (refer to Snow Man ).

It exists when one "knows that

it has what is not" and continues until the myth is thrown "away
like a thing of another time."

This kinetic action between the

first idea and subsequent "ravishments of truth" is reflected in
Stevens" Letters.

If you take the varnish and dirt of genera-

tions off a picture, you see it in i.ts fi.rst idea,"

This essen-

tial cleansing is "not so much because they [metaphors] are new,

,,

and we are tired of the old, but because the old cease to convey
a physical thing and become abstract counters,"

One of the best

poverty images with cross. references to other ideas is contained
within Notes itself in the portrait of the man in "slouching
pantaloons."
The techniques employed to convey intrinsic motion and
awareness of opposite attraction are basically line enjambment,
word selection, placement and juxtaposition.

Word selection

implying the sensation of numbers is subtly suggested by the
word "notes" and openly asserted in the discussion of majot'
man as an exponent to the "idea of man."
overt in stanza four which begins:

Movement i.s most

"Two th:1.ngs of opposite

nature seem to depend/ on one another."

Stevens believes that the union of opposites resulted in
change, necessary to the creation and re-creation of essential
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myths.

The interaction

b etween

mind and world is the under-

lying factor in discovery of a self and creation of a fiction.
Unlike ordinary man, the poet desires harmony with the environ
ment and reality, not identical "oneness."

The general search

in the Collected Poems is in answer to this implicit desire.
Even in Notes the poet is still trying to convince himself
that there could possibly he a time in which one would
"discover winter and know it well .••. out of nothinp, to have
come on major weather."

However, the dependence on man makes this

impossi b le.
Man and his environment are inter-dependent in the
final synthesis of the necessary fiction.

Therefore, some

type of harmony and not conquest or confrontation would be
desira ble.

H o pper's definition of a harmon:l.um: "a small key bo ard

organ in which the tones are produced by forcing air throug h
5
metal reeds by means of bellows operated by pedals" is
interesting in this respect.

Stevens saw major man as the

implementatio n of fictio ns through the combination of his
experiences and discoveries in the outside world coupled
with his internal sensitivity and perception.

Thus, majo:r

man channels the air through the harmonium producing necessary
music.

The implications and overtones within the poem are

manifold, the most o bvious being the title itself.

It is

understandable that Stevens desired to call the Collected
6
Poems the Whole of Harmonium.
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The continuing battle between critics as to what the
crystal symbolizes and if there is such a thin� ns a supreme
fiction will probably have substantial fuel as long as Notes
Toward A Supreme Fiction is available.
ultimate premeditated technique.

This was Stevens'

Each new reading should

resound in previously obscured ideas and technical methods.
The complete involvement of the reader's self-conscious mind
should continually allow for the creation of new myths that
will be abstract, will constantly change, and will give extreme
pleasure.

"Let us think about it and not say that our abstraction

is this, that, or the otheL'' 7

The attempt to classify and define,

thus sentencing eventual stagnation, will surely asphyxiate the
life and vitality of the poem itself.
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